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Since September 20, 2017 the Research Institute for
Nature and Forest (INBO) aims to publish all its
scientific articles as Open Access (OA). The INBO will
promote publication in open access journals (where
articles are immediately available for free) and
deposit other articles after a maximum of 2 years via
green open access in INBO’s institutional repository
(https://pureportal.inbo.be/portal/nl).
Researchers at the INBO traditionally publish in
leading online journals that require potential readers
to pay to get access (either by subscription or one-time purchase). The INBO will continue to
allow researchers to do so, on the condition that these subscription-based journals allow
green open access of the peer reviewed article (i.e. the post-print at minimum) after a
maximum embargo of 2 years. The reason we decided to include the green OA option is
because OA journals are not yet available for all areas with the same reputation as
traditional journals.
The INBO will encourage its researchers however to publish in OA journals included in the
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) and under a Creative Commons Attribution (CCBY) license. This form of golden OA makes articles immediately available for everyone upon
publication. The INBO will support the Article Processing Charges (APC) associated with
publishing in OA journals.
Subscription-based journals usually also offer the option to publish the article as OA. This
hybrid OA option usually comes with high APC and is a source of income in addition to the
subscriptions and charges readers still have to pay for the other articles in the journal. The
INBO OA policy will no longer support this form of hybrid OA, but rather invest its OA budget
in full OA journals.
Tip: Do you often hit the paywall when looking for scientific articles? The Chrome extension
Unpaywall will find the legal post-print for you.
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